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Materials at high pressures and temperatures are of great interest for planetary
science and astrophysics, warm dense matter physics, and inertial confinement fusion
research. Planetary structure models rely on our understanding of the behaviour of
elements (and their mixtures) at exotic conditions that do not exist on Earth, and at
the same time planets serve as natural laboratories for studying materials at extreme
conditions. In this review we discuss the connection between modelling planetary
interiors and high-pressure physics of hydrogen and helium. First, we summarise key
experiments for determining the equation of state and phase diagram of hydrogen
and helium as well as state-of-the-art theoretical approaches. We next briefly review
our current knowledge of the internal structures of the giant planets in the Solar
System, Jupiter and Saturn, and the importance of high pressure physics to their
characterisation.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Determining the compositions and internal structures of planets is a key objective in planetary science. Modelling
planetary interiors, however, is not possible without knowledge of the behaviour of materials at high pressures and
temperatures. The requirement to have a proper description of the EOS of various elements at planetary conditions
sets the connection between the high-pressure physics and planetary science communities. At the same time, planets
are natural laboratories for material in exotic conditions, providing qualitative information about materials at high
pressure. In this review, we concentrate on the gas giant planets Jupiter and Saturn that are mostly composed of
hydrogen (H) and helium (He). These two elements account for about 85% and 75% of their total mass, respectively.
H-He are the lightest and most common elements in the Universe, and they account for nearly all the nuclear matter.
Nevertheless, their behaviour at high pressures is still not fully understood and is subject of intense research [1].
Understanding the nature of the giant planets is linked to the equation of state (EOS) of H-He: for example, the bulk
density of Jupiter and Saturn is larger than that of pure H-He composition. From their densities it can already be
concluded that both planets must include heavier elements (typically assumed to be rocks/ices), with Saturn being
more enriched than Jupiter. The predicted total mass of heavier elements depends on the H-He EOS. This in turn
leads to different inferred total heavy-element masses in the planets and their distributions (see section IV for details).
In addition, the fact that both Jupiter and Saturn have strong magnetic fields implies that the material in their deep
interiors is electrically conductive. Since both planets are primarily composed of H it suggests that hydrogen, which
is a non-conducting molecular gas at standard conditions, changes its behavior drastically when compressed to high
densities and becomes a mono-atomic metal. Metallization of solid H has been predicted by Wigner & Huntington [2]
to occur at 25 GPa already in 1935 based on the nearly free electron model. The quest for metallic hydrogen has
been a major stimulus for high-pressure research since then which has lead to many breakthroughs in high-pressure
experimental technique, in particular using diamond anvil cells (DACs). Up to now five solid phases were identified
with increasing pressure up to the 400 GPa region (for a recent review, see [3]): a hcp solid phase I which is a
molecular insulator, a broken-symmetry phase II above 60 GPa and below 100 K with partially ordered molecules,
and another hcp phase III with an unusually intense infrared activity. Further high-pressure solid phases were detected
only recently. Phase IV has drastically changed optical properties and structure search studies suggest that it consists
of alternating layers of six-atom rings and free-molecules. This phase transforms gradually into phase V between
275 GPa and 325 GPa at 300 K which is perhaps partially atomic, i.e. it is a precursor for mono-atomic, pure metallic
hydrogen. The great influence of correlations in strongly compressed hydrogen, of quantum mechanical effects, and
of the complex high-pressure structures as well as their mutual interconnections hinder a full understanding of the
transformations from a molecular solid to a mono-atomic metal, in particular, the role of pressure-driven dissociation.
Conducting fluid hydrogen was observed in reverberating shock-wave experiments 60 years later [4] which showed
that magnetic field generation in Jupiter starts at about 140 GPa, i.e. much closer to its surface than previously
thought. In this review, we focus on the gas giant planets Jupiter and Saturn and therefore the behavior of H (and
He), but similar arguments hold for water and ammonia, simple compounds that we observe as insulating in our
everyday life, but should be conductive at high pressures to explain the magnetic fields of Uranus and Neptune that
are not H-He-dominated in terms of composition [5].
The availability of accurate measurements of the planets’ gravitational and magnetic fields requires the development
of detailed structure models of the planets. The planetary internal structure is inferred from theoretical models that
fit the available observational constraints by using theoretical EOSs for H, He, their mixtures, and the heavier ele-
ments. These models are guided by experiments and theoretical calculations of the thermodynamic properties of the
relevant materials at high-pressure. Planetary interior models however, are non-unique and several of the assumptions
made by the models rely on physical and chemical processes that are not fully understood (see section IV for dis-
cussion). Nevertheless, modeling giant planets in not possible without having a reliable EOS for H. Since laboratory
experiments cannot cover the entire phase diagram for all relevant compositions, especially at extreme conditions (see
section II A), they need to be accompanied and complemented by theoretical calculations of the strongly interacting
quantum systems of electrons and ions. Numerical simulations solve the corresponding N-particle Schro¨dinger equa-
tion using techniques like quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) or Density Functional Theory (DFT) simulations as discussed
in section II B. Figure 1 shows the hydrogen phase diagram in the typical ranges of pressure and temperature relevant
for the giant planets.
This review provides an overview of the EOS of hydrogen, and hydrogen-helium EOS at planetary conditions, and
the link between planetary interiors and high-pressure physics. In section II, we survey the progress in the experimental
and theoretical/numerical fronts. In section III we discuss the behavior of hydrogen and a hydrogen-helium mixture
at planetary conditions. Section IV briefly discusses how planetary interiors are models, focusing on Jupiter and
Saturn. The current challenges and future are summarized in section V.
3II. HYDROGEN
Compressed H is a system that has attracted the attention of both the theory and experimental communities for
almost a century. Solid H has been predicted to metallize [2], a fate shared with every other material under high
enough compression, and to be a room-temperature superconductor [17], with a speculated phase transition into a
super-fluid phase, driven by proton quantum effects [18]. Below we review the continuing experimental and theoretical
efforts, focusing on breakthroughs of the last five years; earlier work is summarized in [1]. We then discuss the current
consensus and open questions regarding the physics of dense liquid H.
A. Experiments
Static compression setups using DACs allow for a precise control of the temperature, compared to their dynamic
counterpart, since the samples can be either cryogenically cooled [19, 20], and resistively [6] or laser heated [12, 21–
23]. While double-stage DACs can generally sustain record high pressures of ∼ 800 GPa for metals [24], the high
reactivity of dense H with the diamond limits the present achievable pressure at around ∼ 400 GPa. Recently, Dias
& Silvera [20] found evidence for solid metallic hydrogen in their experiments at 495 GPa. The highest conclusive
pressure reached so far was 425 GPa [25]. Further discussions on the validity of this result can be found in [26–32].
Several groups have been recently achieved pressures exceeding 300 GPa at T below 300 K. Such experiments revealed
a very complex solid phase diagram featuring both temperature-driven [33] and pressure-driven transition to novel
solid non-metallic phases such as phase V [9, 34] as well as phase H2-PRE [10].
To summarize, standard DACs have conclusively reached pressures of 425 GPa at room temperature and reveal at
least five solid phases [3, 9, 25, 35] It remains inconclusive whether a metallic solid state has been reached [26–32, 36]
with recent experiments suggesting rather a semimetallic state[35]. Due to issues relating to sample containment, high
temperature studies in static experiments are challenging with few experimental diagnostics that can conclusively
determine either melting or conductivity.
Matter at extreme conditions has also been generated with dynamic compression techniques using shock waves [37,
38]. Modern experimental setups use, e.g., (i) impact of flyer plates accelerated to velocities as large as 8 or 45 km/s
generated with a two-stage light gas gun [4] or pulsed power [11], respectively, (ii) high-energy optical lasers [13], and
(iii) spherical implosions driven by high explosives [39].
Experiments on pure H and pure He were recently presented using a combination of both methods, i.e. DACs to
pre-compress the sample and then laser-driven shocks to further compress the material. The inferred data for both
materials were obtained at much higher pressure conditions than on the cryogenic sample [40].
Recent advances in static compression experiments using DACs have paved the way to reach even higher tempera-
tures and pressures so that the thermodynamic properties accessible for the two techniques will overlap in the future,
and therefore can be used for benchmarking.
For decades dynamic-compression experiments were performed with sharp single-step shock waves. The conservation
laws of mass, momentum, and energy restrict the thermodynamic path that can be reached for given starting initial
conditions of the sample to so called Hugoniot curve defined by
E(ρ, T )− E0(ρ0, T0) = 1
2
(P (ρ, T )− P0(ρ0, T0))
(
ρ−1 − ρ−10
)
, (1)
where E(ρ, T ), P (ρ, T ), ρ, T , are internal energy, pressure, density, and temperature, respectively, and 0 indicates
the initial state. In dynamic compression experiments, P , V (the volume) and E are generally determined by
measurements of the velocities of the moving plate and by shock-impedance matching [37, 38]. This fact is of crucial
significance because velocities are readily determined and thermodynamic states P , V , and E cannot be determined
directly at high pressures. While the thermodynamic relation computed through Eq. 1 remains the sole source of
absolute EOS data at pressures above ∼5 Mbar, dynamic compression experiments also face challenges. Usually,
determining the density has an uncertainty linked to the interferometric velocity measurement. A direct measurement
of temperature is challenging, e.g., via streaked optical pyrometry (SOP) [41], and is therefore often calculated from
the spectrum of the emitted radiation, or estimated from theoretical models.
Given the limited range of pressure-temperature (P -T ) that can be explored with this technique, the key of the
Hugoniot data is to benchmark EOSs inferred from empirical models or first-principles simulations. The most accurate
dynamical compression experiment with D reported by Knudson & Desjarlais [42] using pulsed power is affected with
an error of only ∼ 2% in density which allows to discriminate among various theoretical models. A similar accuracy
has been obtained earlier using the same technique for water [43]. Nevertheless, other shock-compression techniques
exhibit larger uncertainties so that a first-principles EOS for H valid for a wide range of P and T conditions as
occurring in gas giants is rewarding.
4In order to explore a larger portion of the thermodynamic space, and to reach higher densities while keeping the
temperature relatively small, dynamical compression featuring multiple shocks or ramp compression techniques are
now being used. The most recent experimental setups to study metallization of liquid H [11, 13], and high-pressure
phases of water-ice [44] employ shock reverberation techniques.
The solid-liquid boundary can be assessed either via direct sample observation [21], by tracing the plateau in the
temperature versus laser heating curve [21] (latent heat), or from the disappearance of the Raman-active lattice
modes [7, 8, 45]. Currently, the validity of both methods stated has been questioned by other research groups and
should be further explored. Nevertheless, all recent experiments agree on the presence of a maximum in the melting
line at about 100 GPa, and the liquid phase is always found to be stable above ∼ 1000 K [33, 46]. This finding rules
out the existence of compressed solid molecular hydrogen in the deep interior of giant planets. However, liquid H at
planetary conditions undergoes molecular dissociation and metallization. Resistivity has been also directly measured
using metal electrodes, in the pioneering work of Weir et al. [4]. A large uncertainty in the measurement of the
optical properties also leads to an uncertainty in the estimated metallisation pressure (∼100 GPa), which is typically
defined as the pressure at which the conductivity of the system reaches the minimum metallic value of ∼2000 S/cm
as introduced by Mott [47] for T = 0 K.
Different experimental studies aimed at identifying these transitions by searching for possibly abrupt changes in
several properties of the samples. This is, however, an indirect way the characterise the transition, whose mechanism
has to be interpreted from the data. Since discontinuous changes in density, fingerprint of a first-order phase transition,
are not observable in a fixed-volume DAC device, a phase transition in the liquid has been claimed from heating
plateaus in static compression experiment [12, 22, 48]. This information alone is insufficient to assess metallization.
Electrical conductivity can be estimated from reflectivity and the absorption coefficient in both static [23] and dynamic
compression experiments [11, 13, 23].
B. Numerical Calculations
Nowadays computer simulations are essential to understand fundamental physical problems and assist the experi-
mental realization of novel materials. In the case of H at high pressure, computer studies also assist and complement
experiments in understanding its rich phase diagram. Unlike experiments, in simulations one can monitor the ionic
structures produced, and therefore, it is fairly straightforward, within the approximation of choice, to compute the
relevant structures, the corresponding EOS, and the phase diagram.
Before the availability of powerful computers, the planetary physics community relied on semi-empirical models,
employing classical force-fields fitted against available experimental data [49]. A very successful semi-empirical EOS
for H and He that covers a large range of temperatures and pressures is Saumon-Chabrier-Van Horn (SCVH) [50],
which qualitatively reproduces several liquid-phase experimental data from low- to high- pressure. This widely-used
EOS in astrophysics which includes H, He and their mixture, has been recently updated [51] and is in good agreement
with existing experimental data and numerical simulations. Other frequently used EOS are those of Ross [52] and
Kerley [53]. Modern EOS tables are inferred from ab initio simulations using Density Functional Theory (DFT) in
the warm dense matter regime (see below), rather than from experiments. The most recent versions are from the
early 2010’s, by Caillabet et al. [54], Militzer and collaborators [55, 56] and Becker et al. [57].
Indeed, the quantum mechanical treatment of the constituents, electrons, and protons is required. First-principles
calculations are essential to model the interesting regime of pressures between 10 and 1000 GPa, and temperatures
below 105 K. These temperatures are sufficiently low that electrons cannot be modeled as an uniformly distributed
background, and the system cannot be described by a two-component plasma [58]. The dissociation and metallization
transitions occur at pressures and temperatures of the order of 100 GPa and 1000 K, respectively, and the effects
of electron correlations and their interactions in a non-uniform ionic lattice are particularly complex, and therefore
very accurate electronic structure solvers are needed. Another source of complexity is linked to the protonic quantum
effects that must be included at ∼1000-2000 K, and the protons cannot be treated as classical point-like particles [59].
The commonly-used method to simulate materials at T below 104-105 K is ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD),
which is basically an iterative scheme [60] involving the alternate solution of the Newton (for the nuclei, if treated
classically) and the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger (for the electrons) equations. A notable exception, relevant for
hydrogen, is the Coupled Electron-Ion Monte Carlo (CEIMC) method [61], where ionic displacements do not follow
the equation of motions, but are determined via Monte Carlo sampling.
Ab initio molecular dynamics is based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation that decouples the ionic and
electronic degrees of freedom [62, 63]. The electronic structure is computed (approximately) at fixed ionic positions,
then the nuclei are moved according to the forces, evaluated from the electronic ground state. This is a second
approximation, called ground-state Born-Oppenheimer, which is valid in the range of temperatures considered. The
accuracy of the forces depends on the degree of precision employed to solve the electronic problem. Thermo-states
5or baro-states are applied on the ionic degrees of freedom to sample from the desired constant-temperature (NVT),
or constant-pressure (NPT) ensemble (see, e.g., [60, 64–66]). Zero point motion of the nuclei, due to their quantum
nature, can be included in a straightforward manner using path-integral methods [59, 67–70]. The foundation of
the AIMD method began with the pioneering work of Car & Parrinello [71] in 1985, where for the first time, a
first-principles electronic structure calculation such as Density Functional Theory (DFT) [72, 73] was combined with
molecular dynamics.
Density Functional Theory aims to solve the N -particle Schro¨dinger equation via the exact electronic density instead
of the many-body wavefunction. This method leads formally to the exact result, but the explicit functional introduced
in the Kohn-Sham equations to describe exchange and correlation (XC) effects between electrons is unknown [73].
This key problem of DFT is subject of intensive work which has led to successively improved approximations [74].
AIMD simulation results must be compared to available experimental data in order to benchmark their accuracy.
Here we restrict the discussion to XC functionals that have been successfully used for H (see [74, 75] for details on
the success and challenges of DFT). The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [76] XC functional has been chosen for the
first simulations of the dense liquid, starting from the pioneering work of Scandolo [77] to more recent work [78–
81], and solid H [82–88]. H-He mixtures have been studied with PBE as well [89, 90]. While PBE is still used,
other and more sophisticated XC approximations have also been presented such as the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP)
approximation [91] used in Refs. [92, 93], the HSE functional [94], that is an approximation affected by a smaller
self-interaction error, in Refs. [59, 92], and functionals that include van-der-Waals long range interactions, such as
vdw-DF1 [95] and vdw-DF2 [96], in Refs. [11, 59, 97].
The performance of first-principles simulations has been checked against the most accurate Hugoniot data observed
so far at Sandia’s Z machine [42]. The experimental data for the dissociation region are in disagreement with recent
QMC calculations and better described by DFT simulations. However, none of the XC functionals is able to describe
the complete experimental data set, but the vdW-DF1 functional seems to perform best. This finding has been
confirmed recently by Knudson et al. [98] in re-analyzing the pioneering multiple shock wave experiments of Weir
et al. [4]. Figure 2 presents Hugoniot curves (Eq. 1) for H and obtained when using different theoretical EOSs and
compared with the experimental data.
Predictions of different XC functionals differ by up to 100-200 GPa concerning phase boundaries in the solid [100],
and in the liquid [11, 59]. Calculated reflectivities and conductivities vary by about a factor of three across this range
of approximations, and the EOS by ∼ 10% [59]. Due to the lack of experimental data in the relevant P -T range,
the performance of XC functionals can only be benchmarked against first-principles theories such as QMC-based
methods. Recently a consensus has emerged that the vdw-DF1 [95] is the best performing approximation in both
the liquid [14, 70], and solid phases [101], and is therefore the most commonly used DFT method in recent studies of
H-He demixing [102] and optical properties across the dissociation [103].
Electronic Quantum Monte Carlo is a wave-function-based method [104] (unlike DFT), and is emerging as an
accurate solver for electronic problems thanks to new generations of supercomputers. The main advantages of QMC
compared to DFT are: (i) QMC relies on a many-body theory with a natural and explicit description of electron
correlations, therefore the accuracy of calculations is in principle systematically improvable. (ii) QMC gives accurate
results exhibiting, at the same time, a comparable scaling of computational cost with system size with DFT (although
usually with a much larger prefactor). (iv) QMC is in an excellent position to take advantage of current and future
supercomputer architectures, which are suitable for intrinsically parallel techniques.
Nevertheless, QMC algorithms are still more computationally expensive than DFT, and as a result, they have
been traditionally used for benchmarking purposes [101, 105], or to assess relative stability between a limited number
of candidate solid structures [106–109]. The simulation of liquids is significantly more challenging since the QMC
electronic solver needs to be coupled with an efficient sampling method for the ions. To date, two different strategies
have been established: the first uses QMC in a molecular dynamics fashion (QMC-MD) [14, 110–114], and the second,
CEIMC, employs a multilevel sampling approach for both electrons and ions [61, 70, 81, 115–117].
The QMC-MD approach is potentially indicated for the simulation of large systems, as it does not rely on the
computation of energy differences, that are extensive quantities, at the cost of introducing an integration time step
error [110]. This approach has been employed for simulating other elements than H, such as water [113, 118], and H-He
mixtures [14]. The CEIMC method features a more sophisticated projective QMC solver, and can therefore achieve
more accurate energetics. These two methods have been mainly used to simulate H dissociation and the metallization
transition, and after some disagreements, they are now very consistent in predicting the nature and location of the
dissociative transition in the liquid [14, 70]. Hydrogen metallisation using QMC has been assessed either from direct
conductivity calculations[119] or from ground-state properties [70, 120].
Nuclear quantum effects can be included in simulations using the path-integral formalism. In short, one point-like
ion (with a classical representation) is replaced by a ring-polymer whose beads are interacting with suitable harmonic
forces[1]. The configuration of this extended space can be sampled with MD or with Monte Carlo methods, where
the forces associated with the electronic structure can be also computed at the DFT level[59]. Including nuclear
6quantum effects is essential for predicting the solid phases[1], and for an accurate determination of the first-order
transition[11, 70, 81, 121]. Table 1 lists the different computational methods and list their main strengths and
weaknesses.
Chemical models Density Functional Theory Quantum Monte Carlo
Type semi-empirical first-principles first-principles
Target ionic force-fields electronic density electronic wavefunction
Strengths covers a large P − T range a robust method a nearly exact method
providing thermodynamical properties large electrons number identifies well phase transitions
Weaknesses non first-principle, not exact not exact, results depend on XC functionals hard to benchmark, computationally expensive
based on effective potentials computationally expensive small electrons number
Simulation size — up to 5000 electrons ∼ 100− 200 electrons
TABLE I. The different computational methods for EOS calculation.
III. H AND H-HE AT PLANETARY CONDITIONS
A. Pure hydrogen
At temperatures of a few thousand Kelvin, relevant for the deep interiors of Jupiter and Saturn, the dissociation and
metallization transition of pure-H is a continuous process. The most recent experiments performed at these conditions
are reported by Davis et al. [122], where x-ray scattering measurements in dynamically compressed deuterium shows
an onset of ionization at around 20-40 GPa and 3500-4500 K, and by McWilliams et al. [123] who found a continuous
transition at these conditions. This picture is compatible with DFT [80, 81] and QMC simulations [14, 70], which all
report continuous transitions above 2000-3000 K. Most of the recent experiments and simulations provide evidences
for of a first-order transition up to 1200-1500 K [11, 12, 14, 48, 70, 78, 81]. Nevertheless, a quantitative agreement on
the location of the phase boundary, as well as a precise (within 1% accuracy) determination of the EOS for pure-H, is
still missing. Traditionally, the principal single-shock Huguniot has been identified as the benchmark for simulations.
Interestingly, even when considering the experimental uncertainty discussed in Sect. II A, EOSs obtained with DFT
are in better agreement with experiments compared to the QMC data, computed using CEIMC [117]. Recently, Clay
et al. [124] suggested that this behavior can be explained by a more favourable error cancellation in the variables P ,
T , entering the Rankine-Huguniot equation.
We therefore suggest that the available EOSs for hydrogen should be benchmarked with the P -T -ρ relations com-
puted with the most recent QMC calculations by Pierleoni et al. [70] (CEIMC) and Mazzola et al. [14] (QMC-MD).
While a QMC-EOS table for a wide P -T regime is still missing, the P -ρ relation at T = 6000 K computed in Ref. [14]
reveals a denser EOS by about 5%, compared to the current DFT-PBE based ones [55, 57].
State-of-the-art ab-initio setups feature simulation cells consisting of up to 512 (128) particles at the DFT (QMC)
level of theory for production runs [78, 125]. Electronic finite size effects errors are mitigated by Brillouine zone
sampling [90, 125, 126]. This setup can provide satisfactory accuracy in the liquid phase. However, this can change
in the solid phase and generally near phase transitions, where insufficient equilibration times or too small sizes can
artificially stabilise one competing phase against another, e.g., delaying the onset of metallization, or hindering the
possibility to distinguish a first-order from a continuous transition. In hydrogen this issue is amplified because the
melting line and the dissociation transition between the molecular and the atomic liquid lie quite close in the phase
diagram.
Simulating very large ensembles ∼ 104 particles with AIMD is not yet possible so that studies on mixtures is limited
(e.g. miscibility of water [127], iron [127], and MgO [128], or decomposition of hydrocarbons [129] in hydrogen),
especially when we need to establish possible phase separation of low stoichiometry heavy elements (e.g. mixtures
to simulate the composition of the ice giant planets Uranus and Neptune [130]). Novel methods such as stochastic
DFT [131] or machine-learning based investigation are expected to bridge this gap in future simulations [132].
B. Hydrogen and helium mixture
Despite its importance, there are very scarce experimental data concerning the phase diagram of H-He mixtures,
which are still limited to room temperature [133–136]. H-He mixtures have been predicted to undergo a (temperature-
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Therefore, the interaction between H and He under the interior conditions of Jupiter and Saturn leads to challenges in
determining the EOS of mixture due to the expected immiscibility of He in H, results in He settling (”helium rain”).
This process, is expected to impact the planetary structure as we discuss in more detail in Sect. IV.
The existing knowledge on the liquid phase and H-He demixing is based on simulations. Most recent studies employ
DFT at the PBE level, computing the free-energy under the ideal-mixing approximation for the entropy of mixing [90],
and under the non-ideal one [139]. The latter reference is obtained with thermodynamic integration and is expected
to be more accurate, with a shift (toward low-T) of the demixing temperature of order of 1000 K. This computation
was recently revisited using the more accurate vdw-DF functional and non-ideal entropy of mixing by Scho¨ttler &
Redmer [102] who found lower demixing temperatures, slightly below the Jupiter adiabat (black solid) and crossing
that of Saturn (black dashed) between 1.5 and 4 Mbar as shown in Figure 3. A change of optical properties upon
demixing of H and He was predicted by Soubrian et al. [140] and is expected to be tested by experiments in the near
future.
Phase separation is not the only important physical process that distinguish H-He mixtures from pure hydrogen.
The presence of helium stabilizes the hydrogen molecules, delaying the onset of metallization towards higher densities.
Such a shift has been calculated with QMC by Mazzola et al. [14]: it amounts ∼ 70 GPa at 1500 K and ∼ 30 GPa
at 6000 K. Therefore, the continuous transition from molecular to metallic H-He mixture in Jupiter’s conditions is
expected to occur between 40 and 60 GPa [14].
IV. MODELING PLANETARY INTERIORS
Traditionally Jupiter and Saturn were viewed as laboratories for understanding the EOS, however, as our knowledge
has grown the importance of other complexities have arisen as we discuss below. Planetary models aim to determine
the internal structure of planets, i.e., the composition and its depth dependence. This is done by constructing interior
models assuming various different structures and compositions that fit and reproduce the planetary observed properties
such as the mass, radius, luminosity, and gravitational field data.
Jupiter and Saturn are often referred as ”gas giant planets”, however, the bulk of their interiors are in fact not in
the gaseous phase due to the high pressures and temperatures as can be seen in Figure 1. As a result, Jupiter and
Saturn are in fact ”fluid giant planets”. While in their low-P atmospheres H is in a molecular form, and the densities
are low, the deep interiors of the planets are characterised by condensed (liquid) H, and therefore one should think of
these planets as ”fluid planets”. It should also be noted that gas giant planets do not have a surface like in the case of
terrestrial planets, and therefore there is no real transition between the planetary atmosphere and the deep interior.
At the same time, there is no exact location where the atmosphere ends since the outer regions of the atmosphere are
characterised by a very low-density gas. As a result, planetary scientists define the ”surface” of a gas giant planet at
the location where the pressure is 1 bar, similar to the pressure on Earth’s surface. The temperature at this location
is measured (with a small uncertainty). Then, with information of the temperature at 1 bar, the entropy of the outer
envelope is determined and (adiabatic) models can be constructed [141]. The basic observed properties of Jupiter and
Saturn are listed in Table 2. Recent review chapters about the giant planets can be found in Refs. [15, 142–144] and
references given therein.
The modelled planetary interior can consist of different layers, where the number of layers is often chosen to be
the minimum number of layers (typically three) that is required to fit the observational data, and be consistent with
our knowledge of the material properties. The main sources of uncertainty in interior models arise from the assumed
number of layers, the assumed composition and its distribution, the heat transport mechanism, and the dynamical
effects that are typically neglected or treated in a simplified manner. Another important source of uncertainty is the
physics of dense hydrogen (and helium) and the understanding of the nature of the phase transitions in that determine
the planetary density profile.
Planetary structure models are constructed assuming the planet is in hydrostatic equilibrium, and rely on conser-
vation of mass and of momentum:
dm
dr
= 4pir2ρ(r), (2)
1
ρ(r)
dP
dr
= −Gm(r)
r2
+
2
3
ω2r, (3)
where m(r) is the mass within a sphere of a radius r, P is the pressure, ρ(r) is the density at r, ω is the planetary
rotation rate (typically assumed to be constant, i.e., uniform rotation) and G is the gravitational constant. In order
8to infer the temperature profile within the planet T (r) the thermodynamic equation dTdr =
T
P
dP
dr ∇T must be solved.
The determination of the temperature profile, however, is not simple, and depends on the heat transport mechanism
within the planet. This can be radiation, conduction, and convection, where the latter can also have more sophisticated
versions such as layered-convection. ∇T relies on complex physics that is still being investigated [145–149].
For simplicity, for a few decades Jupiter and Saturn were assumed to be fully convective, so the temperature gradient
was assumed to be the adiabatic gradient ∇ad. Last but not least, in order to model the planetary internal structure
knowledge of the density dependency on the temperature and pressure, i.e., ρ(P, T ) is needed. This is essentially the
knowledge of the EOS of the assumed materials. Since both Jupiter and Saturn consist of mostly H and He, modelling
their internal structures requires knowledge of the behaviour of these materials for a wide range of pressures (1 bar
up to few ten Mbar) and temperatures (165 K up to a few 10,000 K).
It should be mentioned that there is an alternative approach to model planetary interiors by constructing ”empirical
models” [5, 150–152]. These models do not rely on a physical EOS, and instead, the density profile has a mathematical
representation such as polynomials or polytropes. Then by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium the planetary P -ρ profile
that reproduces the planetary observed parameters can be found. Although in such models the temperature profile
cannot be determined, the composition can be inferred from the P -T relation combined with an assumed temperature
gradient. The main advantage of this approach is that it is less biased by the modeller’s assumption, and it can lead
to a larger parameter-space of solutions.
Physical Property Jupiter Saturn
Distance to Sun (AU) 5.204 9.582
Mass (1024 kg) 1898.13±0.19 568.319±0.057
Mean Radius (km) 69911±6 58232±6
Equatorial Radius (km) 71492±4 60268±4
Mean Density (g/cm3) 1.3262±0.0004 0.6871±0.0002
J2 × 106 14696.572±0.014 16290.573±0.028
J4 × 106 -586.609±0.004 -935.314±0.037
J6 × 106 34.198±0.009 86.340±0.087
Rotation Period 9h 55m 29.56s 10h 39m ±10mii
Effective Temperature (K) 124.4±0.3 95.0±0.4
1-bar Temperature (K) 165±4 135±5
TABLE II. Basic observed parameters of Jupiter and Saturn. The data is taken from https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/ as well as from
[15] and references therein. The gravitational harmonics for Jupiter and Saturn are taken from [153] and [154], respectively.
The gravitational coefficients correspond to the reference equatorial radii of 71,492 km and 60,330 km for Jupiter and Saturn,
respectively (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?gravity fields op).
ithese are theoretical values based on interior model calculations. iisee [142] and references therein for discussion on Saturn’s rotation rate
uncertainty.
A. Jupiter and Saturn
Revealing information on the deep interiors of Jupiter and Saturn must be done by using indirect measurements.
Jupiter and Saturn are the most massive planets in the Solar System. The masses of Jupiter and Saturn are about
318 and 95 times the mass of Earth, respectively. Jupiter’s average radius is ∼69,911 km, more than ten times Earth’s
radius. Saturn’s average radius is slightly smaller and measured to be 58,232 km (see Table 2 for details).
The relation between mass and radius provides information about the planet’s average density and therefore its
bulk composition. The average densities of Jupiter and Saturn are 1.3262 g/cm3 and 0.687 g/cm3, respectively.
The lower average density of Saturn is not a result of a more volatile composition, but due to the smaller effect of
compression due to its smaller mass. Figure 4 shows a mass-radius (M-R) relation for H-He-rich planets with different
compositions and the measured M-R relation of Jupiter and Saturn. It can be seen from the figure that both Jupiter
and Saturn lie close to the H-He curves, suggesting that they consist of mostly H-He, but also have a fraction of heavy
elements [155]. These heavier elements are typically assumed to be rocks (i.e., silicates and sometimes metals) and/or
ices (H2O but also CH4 and NH3). In addition, since Saturn’s distance to the pure-H-He curve is larger than that
of Jupiter, it is expected to be more enriched with heavy elements. Although understanding the internal structure of
Jupiter and Saturn relies on the H, and H-He EOS, the heavier elements play key role in the formation and evolution
of the planets (see [15, 144, 156] and references therein).
In addition, there are several interesting conclusions about Jupiter and Saturn that can be made simply by plotting
their inferred P -T profiles on to of the H phase diagram as shown in Figure 1. First, both planets lie in the regime above
solid H, showing that they are indeed fluid planets. Second, both planets cross the metallization transition, which
9is continuous at these temperatures, indicating a smooth transition between molecular and non-to-semiconducting
hydrogen in the outer parts of the planets (H2) and conducting (or metallic) atomic hydrogen (H) in their deep
interiors.
The H-He EOS data predetermine the P -T profiles of the planets. However, the corresponding material data such
as compressibility and specific heat have a sensitive impact on the slope of these profiles. For instance, the fraction of
heavy elements to be mixed with H-He in order to match the measured gravity data and the mass of the core depend
on the stiffness of the H-He EOS. Therefore, uncertainties in the ab initio H-He EOS of 5−10 % as currently valid still
have a rather big influence on interior models, and progress in ab initio simulations and in high-pressure experiments
will directly lead to advanced interior models. However, an additional complexity as discussed below is linked to the
heat transport mechanism within the planets which is not well determined, and therefore introduces an uncertainly
in the planetary temperature profile. Finally, it is clear that Saturn’s P-T profile covers lower temperatures and
pressures (due to its smaller mass which leads to smaller compression).
Since the high-P regime of the H EOS is less understood, interior models of Saturn suffer less from the uncertainty
in the H EOS. This is, however, the opposite when it comes to H-He demixing as indicated by Figure 3. Since Saturn’s
adiabat crosses the phase separation line is closer its internal structure is more affected by the phase separation of
He. This leads to further complexity in modelling Saturn’s internal structure, and can also affect its energetics and
long-term evolution [142, 146, 157–160].
Traditionally, internal structure models of Jupiter and Saturn consisted of three distinct layers: a heavy-element
core, an inner envelope of metallic hydrogen, and an outer envelope of molecular hydrogen. Due to helium separation,
the He mass fraction was assumed to be enriched in the inner envelope and depleted in the outer one. The envelopes
were also assumed to consist of heavier elements, and their distribution, which was assumed either to be uniformly
mixed in both envelopes, or discontinuous across the two envelopes, was a free parameter in the models. These
traditional models assumed that the temperature profile of the planet is given by the adiabatic gradient ∇ad= ∂lnT∂lnP |s,
where S is the entropy. This assumption, however, holds only for a planet which is homogeneous and fully convective.
It is now clear that both Jupiter and Saturn have more complex interiors, including composition gradients and
regions that are stable against convection where heat is transported by conduction or layered-convection [16, 145–
147, 149, 159].
For Jupiter, accurate gravity data have become available thanks to the Juno mission [153, 161]. This led to the
development of new structure models, with the preferred solutions being ones with dilute cores and a discontinuity of
the heavy-element enrichment in the envelope, with the inner He-rich envelope consists of more heavy elements than
the outer, helium-poor envelope [147, 162–164]. These Jupiter structure models that fit Juno data suggest that giant
planets’s cores should not be viewed as compact regions consisting mostly of heavy elements but as central regions
whose compositions are dominated by heavy elements, which could be gradually distributed or homogeneously mixed.
A diluted core for Jupiter could extend to a few tens of percents of the planet’s total radius, and can also consist of
lighter elements, and is actually consistent with the current view of the formation process of gas giant planets [165].
It should be noted that the inferred structure of the planets depends on the used EOS. Also the Cassini mission
provided more accurate measurements of Saturn’s gravitational field that significantly improved in the last phase of
the mission [154]. Saturn structure models that fit Cassini data suggest that Saturn has a relatively massive core of
about 15 Earth masses and that its envelope consist of only a few Earth masses of heavy elements [166], with the
exact number depending on the assumed rotation period (which is uncertain within a few minutes), and other model
parameters [167, 168]. These new structure models clearly suggest that the temperature profiles in the planetary
deep interior can significantly differ from the adiabatic one. This in return can affect the inferred heavy-element mass
since hotter interiors lead to higher enrichment for a given density. As a result, improvements in planetary structure
models do not only depend on the EOS of the pure materials, but on the more complex interplay of mixtures, phase
separations, as well as other physical conditions and processes such as heat transport and convective and mixing
efficiencies in the presence of composition gradients. Advances in giant planet modeling can also be improved using
other data. For example, the splitting of the low order f-modes of Saturn’s oscillations Saturn confirms that the
deep interior is non-homogeneous and consists of composition gradients[169]. In Figure 3 we present the P -T profiles
inferred from adiabatic and non-adiabatic models for comparison.
The much more accurate gravity data has led to the development of more complex structure models that include
composition gradients and account for the dynamical contributions. Interestingly, the improvements in the quality
of the gravity data led to many new questions regarding the planetary interiors, and standard structure models have
been challenged. It is now clear that the internal structures of Jupiter and Saturn are complex, and are not only
dependent on our understanding of the EOS dominating in these objects but also on the heat transport mechanism,
the actually internal structure and composition, as well as the thermodynamics and chemistry operating in their deep
interiors.
In addition, the two planets are different from each other, and the challenges in their modelling is not the same - while
for Jupiter the largest uncertainty is linked to the H EOS, for Saturn it is the H-He phase diagram and the uncertainty
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in its rotation period. Figure 6 provides a schematic presentation of the two possible internal structures of Jupiter
and Saturn, the traditional structure with three distinct layers, and one with composition gradients (see [144, 170]
and references therein for further details).
B. Planetary magnetic fields
The fact that Jupiter and Saturn have strong magnetic fields also provides important information on their composi-
tion and internal structure. In order to possess a magnetic field three criteria should be satisfied: (i) the planet must
consist of a region of electrically conductive fluid, (ii) this region should be convective, and (iii) the planet should
rotate (at least moderately) rapidly. The mechanism for magnetic field generation in planetary interior, also known as
dynamo theory, is not well understood and is still being investigated. Dynamo generation is related to the physics of
MHD and the interplay between fluid dynamics and electro-magnetism and is currently assessed via numerical simu-
lations. More information on the connection between high-pressure physics, interior models, and dynamo simulations
can be found in Lu¨hr et al. [171].
Since both Jupiter and Saturn possess dipolar intrinsic magnetic fields, we can conclude that the material in
their deep interior is electrically conducting and that at least in part of their interiors, heat is transported through
convection. Both planets rotate fast enough to generate a dynamo. For Jupiter and Saturn, the conducting material
is thought to be metallic hydrogen. The strong connection between planetary interiors and high-pressure physics is
therefore clear: from the mean densities of the gas giants can be concluded that they are H-dominated, and since that
they possess magnetic fields, one can conclude that H metallises at such high pressures. In both Jupiter and Saturn
the electrical conductivity increases significantly even before full metallization of H is reached [172]. The magnitude
of the electrical conductivity inside the gas giants, combined with the planetary measured magnetic field strength and
luminosity, can be used to estimate the internal Ohmic dissipation and introduce additional constraints for structure
and dynamical models (e.g., [173–178]).
Jupiter’s magnetic field is the strongest in the Solar System (excluding the Sun), and its surface field strength
is between 4 and 20 Gauss [179, 180]. Recently, the Juno spacecraft revealed that Jupiter’s magnetic field has an
intense isolated magnetic spot near the equator with a negative flux. In addition, an intense and relatively narrow
band of positive flux near 45 degrees latitude in the northern hemisphere was found together with a rather smooth
magnetic field in the southern hemisphere. Also the north-south dichotomy in Jupiter’s magnetic field structure could
be explained by the existence of a diluted core [180].
Saturn’s magnetic field which has a surface field strength of 0.2-0.5 Gauss (e.g., [181–183]) is nearly perfectly
symmetric with respect to the spin-axis [184]. The characteristic of Saturn’s magnetic field could be a result of He
rain, which could create a stable (against convention) below/above the dynamo. A stable deep interior can also be a
result of composition gradients and non-adiabatic interiors.
Understanding these processes and their outcomes requires good knowledge of the associated thermodynamics and
the feedback on the magnetic field and vice versa. While the current understanding of the dynamo process is still
limited, and as a result, the magnetic fields can only be used to set some bounds on the material properties and heat
transports inside the planets. This however, can change in the future.
V. CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK
The ongoing progress in science leads to the solution of long-lasting open questions, and yet, new questions and
challenges arise. Although our understanding of the giant planets and the behaviour of elements at planetary con-
ditions is still incomplete, we expect significant progress in the near future. Upcoming experiments and theoretical
models are expected to enhance our understanding of phase transitions, mixtures, and immiscibilities. We also foresee
improvements in numerical calculations given the increasing computation power and the development of new nu-
merical techniques. In particular, we expect that future experiments will resolve the disagreement on the hydrogen
metallization conditions and get consistent results using the various methods. In addition, it would be desirable to
make experiments of H-He mixtures in order to investigate the demixing of helium in hydrogen. Another topic that
is expected to blossom in the future is superconductivity. While superconductivity has yet to be found in pure H, the
hypothesis of supercontactive H directed the search for superconductivity in H-rich materials [185, 186].
Finally, in this review we focused on Jupiter and Saturn and have not discussed the ice giants Uranus and Neptune.
The ice planets are key for understanding planet formation and for the characterisation of intermediate planets around
other stars. Since these planets are thought to consist of volatiles like water, methane, and ammonia and experimen-
tal data focusing on these materials would be valuable. In addition, the influence of H-He on the mixtures of these
materials and the role of carbon is yet to be determined. We also expect progress in our understating of the internal
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structures of Jupiter and Saturn given the ongoing efforts in the processing and the interpretation of recent data from
the Juno and Cassini missions, and the development of more comprehensive structure models. In addition, upcoming
and future space missions will also play a key role in better constraining the interiors of the gas giants. The planned
ESA JUICE mission will reveal further information on Jupiter, and a potential Saturn probe mission will provide
constraints on Saturn’s atmospheric composition and the immiscibility of He in H and the process of phase separation.
Nevertheless, it is now realized that giant planets interiors are much more complex than previously thought. As a
result, to better understand giant planets improvements of the H and H-He EOS are required but insufficient. We
suggest that future studies should concentrate on mixtures, phase transitions, and their physical properties such as
thermal diffusivity, electrical conductivity, and opacity. These properties can then be used to further constrain giant
planet formation, evolution, and structure models. The link between planetary interiors and high-pressure physics is
therefore clear, and we believe that the future holds great promises in this direction.
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of hydrogen H (and deuterium D). The solid points represent various experiments performed at the
phase boundaries. The data coming form Datchi et al. [6], Subramanian et al. [7] and Zha et al. [8] locate the molecular-liquid
to molecular-solid (H2) transition. Also indicated are the measurement of Dalladay-Simpson et al. [9] and Dias et al. [10]
which represent the highest-pressure phase transitions occurring still in the (H2) solid insulating above 300 GPa. At finite
temperature the transition from the insulating to the metallic solid (red area) remains unknown. For the liquid phase we
show the reported insulator-to-metal transitions form Weir et al. [4], Knudson et al. [11] (D), Zaghoo et. al. [12] (H), and
Celliers et al. [13] (D). Also plotted are the theoretical prediction of the fluid metallization in the presence of He atoms from
Mazzola et al. [14] (using electronic QMC with the classical nuclei approximation). For reference, also shown are typical P-T
for Jupiter (solid black) and Saturn (solid blue), assuming adiabatic interiors [15]. For comparison, we also show a P-T profile
for a non-adiabatic Jupiter where the internal temperatures are higher [16]. More discussion on structure models is given in
section IV.
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FIG. 2. Principal Hugoniot data of H. The various experimental results are shown with different point styles for comparison
with the references given in the legend. The Knudson+2017 data correspond to the weighted inferred by [42]. The figure is
modified from Miguel et al. [99].
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FIG. 3. Phase diagram for a H-He mixture of proto-solar composition as predicted by numerical calculations together with
typical isentropes of Jupiter and Saturn. Orange: demixing region using the vdW-DF and non-ideal entropy of mixing [102],
green: PBE and non-ideal entropy of mixing [139]. The red line from Mazzola et al. [14] separates the insulating and metallic
fluid mixture. Experimental results for the metallization transition in H are given by coloured symbols: Knudson et al. [11],
Zaghoo et al. [12], and Celliers et al. [13]. The H melting line is taken from Zha et al. [8].
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FIG. 4. The mass-radius relation of H-He-dominated planets. The solid black curve corresponds to the planets after 5 Ga of
evolution composed of pure H-He. The dotted line shows the effect of a 15 M⊕ heavy-element core on the mass-radius relation.
Also shown are Jupiter and Saturn for comparison.
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FIG. 5. Sketches of the internal structures of Jupiter and Saturn, modified from Helled, 2018[170].
